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Abstract. Ontology Charts are a powerful model element in Organisational
Semiotics used to depict a stable and precise view of a business system. They
show affordances and ontological dependencies as, respectively, nodes and links
between them. Spite their apparent simplicity, they are many times hard to
create. In this paper we refer to some common issues regarding the creation of
Ontology Charts. Nevertheless, they have a hidden power of defining anchors
for a stable information system supported by the affordance concept. In NOMIS
– a NOrmativeModelling of Information Systems – affordances are transformed
to states and environmental states and used as stable state paths within an
information system. This paper shows how this transformation takes place and
some advantages and possibilities of using it.
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1 Introduction

Organisational Semiotics (OS), as proposed by Stamper [1, 2] uses Ontology Charts as
a diagrammatic language in which an organisation or business is modelled. In these
diagrams, two types of elements are represented: affordances and ontological depen-
dencies. These are key concepts in OS. A main use of Ontology Charts (OC) is in the
elicitation of information system requirements. OCs offer a stable and precise view of
organisational requirements. Spite their simple appearance, they are hard to produce
with required accuracy. On the other hand, NOMIS, a modelling approach to infor-
mation systems proposed in [3], uses other diagrams, similar to OCs, where a new
modelling element known as Environmental State (ES) is used. This is an adaptation of
the affordance concept. Also ontological dependencies are adapted to existential
dependencies in NOMIS. This adaptation reveals the power of Ontology Charts.

In this paper, we make a brief description and analysis of Ontology Charts and we
show how OS affordances and ontological dependencies became environmental states
and existential dependencies, respectively, in NOMIS. Moreover, we emphasise the
advantages and power of using ES and its associated diagrams and we point some
research directions to explore these concepts.
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This paper is organised as follows: Sect. 2 gives a brief overview and analysis of
Ontology Charts, Sect. 3 presents NOMIS and its State View, referring to Environ-
mental States, Existential dependencies and its correspondence to affordances and
ontological dependencies, Sect. 4 emphasises the power of Environmental States,
providing some ideas for further research, Sect. 5 describes some related work and
Sect. 6 concludes, pointing future work.

2 Ontology Charts

Ontology Charts (OC) are used in Organisational Semiotics to represent graphically a
business map of an organisation, its ontological schema. In these charts, we find
affordances and ontological dependencies as, respectively, nodes and lines connecting
them. Affordances, are the most important element in OCs representing the organisa-
tion key business terms. By using these charts, meaning of any business term is made
clear and precise. OCs are the most stable representation of an organisation. In
Organisational Semiotics, OCs are an artefact, created by the MEASURE methods [4]
for requirements elicitation. In particular, OCs are the outcome of applying the
Semantic Analysis Method (SAM) to an organisational problem. In the next sections,
we detail some simple aspects of OCs relevant to this work, the way they are produced
and we make an overall analysis.

2.1 Agents and Affordances

According to Gibson’s theory of perception [5], adapted by OS, affordances are the
invariants which the agent recognises from the flux of information he/she perceives
from the environment. In OS, each affordance represents a state of affairs affording or
making possible for the agent some repertoire of behaviour. An affordance can be
simply described by “what the environment can do for an agent” or “what it affords an
agent to do”. As an example from [6], an agent with a pen (an invariant) affords
him/her the capability of writing. Also, an agent with a pen and a piece of paper will be
able to write a letter. A pen affordance for a certain human agent will assign him the
ability to perform a set of actions such as writing. Affordances, shown as nodes, are
represented as words in OCs that are selected from the business domain description as
the supporting elements of its organisational behaviour. In Fig. 1, there is an example
of an OC of a conference organisation. In this OC we observe, as nodes, key terms
from this activity, such as participant, work, program committee, conference, etc.

2.2 Ontological Dependency

Ontological dependencies (OD) are relationships between affordances where one
affordance – the dependent - cannot exist without the co-existence of another one – its
antecedent. Behaviour afforded by a dependent affordance can only be realised when
the behaviour of its antecedent is being realised [1]. While affordances are represented
as words in OCs, ODs are represented as solid lines (arcs) connecting these words.
Also, in OCs antecedent affordances are shown on left side and dependent affordances
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on the right side making OC a directed chart. As an example of an OD, there is no
conference sponsor without the coexistence of an interest group as sponsor and a
conference, this is shown in Fig. 1 using two arcs connecting these affordances. An
important effect of ODs is that, if an antecedent affordance ceases to exist, then all
dependent affordances ends their existence as well. For example, without a conference,
the meeting, the person as a participant and his/her work as a contribution stop all their
existence in this context. There are also two rules to follow when creating OCs related
to ODs. First, the most left affordance is always the society, a root node from where all
other affordances depend directly or indirectly. Without society, any organisation or
business, would not have any meaning. The remaining rule is that an affordance cannot
have an OD from more than two other affordances. In this case, a simple justification is
that it is not needed.

2.3 Semantic Analysis Method

As mentioned before, the Semantic Analysis Method of MEASURE has, as its out-
come, an Ontology Chart. This method starts from a problem specification and pro-
duces a conceptual schema or ‘business map’ of an organisation (an OC). According to
[2], conducting a Semantic Analysis involves four steps:

1. Problem definition – To understand the problem domain and collect the terms to be
used in the semantic analysis.

2. Candidate affordance generation – Each identified term or semantic unit will be
selected as a candidate affordance for the next step.

3. Candidate grouping – Selected affordances will be categorised as affordances or
agents. Next, prior to the complete OC, identified elements will be used to create
small chunks of interconnected affordances related by ontological dependencies.

Fig. 1. Ontology chart of a conference [1].
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4. Ontology charting – Connects all chunks of affordances and pieces in a unique
Ontology Chart that represent the final ontological schema of the business system.

The business terms or affordances in OCs are usually identified and established by
business stakeholders contributing also to their preciseness.

2.4 Analysis of Ontology Charts

In the creation process of OCs, is relatively easy to identify affordances because
anything in the problem description can be an affordance. In fact, an affordance is
something in the environment seen as “an invariant within the flux of information” that
affords an agent some action. It can be a reference for a physical object, an agent, an
organisation term, etc. Usually affordances are enablers of actions but do not represent
themselves actions, therefore verbs are rarely used as affordances. In OS theory,
Stamper added the notion of a social affordance where some social concepts can also
act as affordances, for example, contracts, organisations, society, nation, etc. Addi-
tionally, there is a distinction between regular affordances and agent affordances, where
agents are human actors or organisations. Therefore, although easy to find they may be
difficult to select. There are no precise rules or guidelines for this selection. A second
difficulty in the recognition of affordances is that some of them are not included in the
problem description, usually are tacit knowledge, such as learned society or nation in
Fig. 1. This leads to another consequence: getting affordances from a general domain
may lead us to add other affordances that are essential but not important for the problem
description resulting, possibly, in an over specification problem. Another difficulty is to
link the different affordances using ODs in chunks of connected affordances. In general,
an OD is a dependency of a kind of state on another state where these states are
represented as affordances. The first state is a permanent state that must exist whenever
the second state exists. If this first states ends, the second state and all connected states
end their existence as well. This means that a transient state should not be taken as an
affordance and, particularly, that mutually exclusive states should not depend on one
another. As an example, consider an open and closed door situation. We may say that
an open door is an affordance allowing a close action. Also, we only have a closed door
affordance if the door is previously open (we cannot close a closed door). We may be
tempted to create an OD between the open and the closed door but this is wrong as they
behave as transient states. A last problem, related to ODs is the dependency nature,
which varies according to a specific view. Looking to Fig. 1, is possible to identify
different hidden types of ODs. The existential dependency between participant and
person is, clearly, a physical dependency. On the other hand, the OD between sponsor
and conference should be understood as a legal dependency. Other views can be
identified confusing an inexperienced OC creator.

Nevertheless, an OC is in fact rather unique among the different Information
Systems methodologies. None of them take into account important ‘existential’
dependencies between their elements. Also, a “correct” OC may lead to a very stable
representation of a business organisation, making it to survive to requirement changes.
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3 NOMIS State View Representation

NOMIS, described in [3], is a human centred information systems modelling approach
based on human observable actions. It proposes a vision of information systems
composed by a set of views addressing human interaction, action processes and context
for actions inspired and based on, respectively, Enterprise Ontology (EO) [7], the
Theory of Organized Activity (TOA) [8], and Organisational Semiotics (OS) [2]. In
this section we describe the NOMIS state view, based on OS, and we will describe its
relation to Ontology Charts.

3.1 NOMIS Brief Overview

NOMIS is a social-technical approach that understands information systems “as human
activity (social) systems which may or may not involve the use of computer systems”
[9]. It is based on human observable actions, those perceived by the human sensory
system. This focus is originated by its foundational philosophical stance – Human
Relativism [10] – that sees observable reality as “more consensual, precise and,
therefore more appropriate to be used by scientific methods”.

NOMIS proposes a vision of an information system composed by four comple-
mentary views – Interaction View, Physical View, State View and Information
View – addressing, respectively, human interactions, action processes, context for
actions, and information. For modelling purposes, it provides a set of diagrams a tables
utilized by each of these views. The elements represented in NOMIS views correspond
to key concepts in NOMIS, namely:

• Human observable actions
• Actors – human performers
• Bodies – physical things
• Information Items – information without any physical support
• Language Actions (or Coordination-acts)
• States and Environmental States

In this paper we focus on the State View, inspired by OS, in particular its Ontology
Charts, which is described in next section.

3.2 NOMIS State View

NOMIS state view looks into environmental conditions or states that enable a human
agent to act. This is an adaptation of the OS affordance concept. In this case, it
distinguishes two types of states:

1. A simple state – only applied to physical things (bodies). If applied to an agent
takes the form of a role.

2. An environmental state – a composite of NOMIS elements, namely, bodies and
actors, possibly in a specific state, and actions. It is used to represent essential
business states.
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States, in these view, may be related to other states by existential dependencies.
This is also an adaptation of Ontological Dependencies. Furthermore, there are three
different types of diagrams used to represent this view (Fig. 2):

1. Body State Diagram (BSD) – shows the different states of a single body.
2. Existential Dependencies Diagram (EDD) – shows Environmental States and their

existential dependencies. This is similar to Ontology Charts.
3. Environmental State Diagram (ESD) - details each Environmental State by

showing its composing elements.

In Fig. 2, there is an example of an EDD of a library system. It results from
modelling a simple use case of a library system described in [7]. In this figure, we can
see Environmental States (ES) represented by round corner rectangles. A Book Lent ES
depends on the existence of an ES of Book in a for lend state and a valid membership
state.

3.3 Environmental States and Affordances

Environmental States and their existential dependencies, in NOMIS, are inspired by OS
affordances and their ontological dependencies but they differ in many aspects. An ES
is a collection of one or more elements precisely defined. In this case, an ES is reached
if each of its composing elements is present. Because NOMIS models Information
Systems and intends, mainly, to support development and implementation of com-
puterised information systems, each NOMIS element is, in fact, information inside a
computer. So, physical things (bodies), persons, actions, and everything else is just
stored data. Looking at Fig. 2, a membership ES depends on a person, registered in the
system, as a library member, and his/her paid fee information. If the contact infor-
mation of this person is lost or if she/he did not pay her/his membership fee, the ES
state is not valid. Also, the existential relationship between ES applies: a book is not in

Fig. 2. An existential dependency diagram of a library system [3]
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a lent state if there is no member lending it. In NOMIS, ES are always related to the
data where they are based and must be though as it.

Existential Dependencies, are also different from Ontological Dependencies.
Existential Dependencies relates Environmental States and are always data dependency
states, contrary to ontological dependencies that can exhibit dependencies according to
some specific view, for example, physical or legal views.

For representation purposes, EDD can be used to reproduce Ontology Charts but
they do not have to follow its rules. There is no society or any other root node, neither
is necessary to have a limitation of a maximum of two dependents in each dependency.

4 The Environmental State Advantage

Environmental states, inspired by OS affordances, are expected to exhibit a similar
power in modelling an organisation in a precise and stable way. Besides their repre-
sentational benefits, they are intending to have a practical application in information
systems development. In this section, we address some possible advantages of using
Environmental States and trace a research path to explore this new way of looking and
representing information and business systems.

4.1 Environmental State Modelling

As mentioned before, EDD diagrams, such as the one shown in Fig. 2, shows Envi-
ronmental States, its composing elements, and its existential dependencies. A more
detailed diagram is the ESD diagram that adds to EDDs a representation of actions or
activities entering or leaving a state. In ESDs, entering actions or activities are repre-
sented in a round corner rectangle with leaving arrows pointing to an ES. This action

Fig. 3. An ESD of a library system [3].
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correspond to a necessary process to reach that state. For example, in Fig. 3 repre-
senting an ESD of a library system, there is a lend book activity before reaching the lent
book ES. This activity could be implemented as a typical business process of the library
system. On the other hand, leaving actions or activities, are in fact actions enabled by
that state. Similar to affordances, allowing for certain actions, these actions are also
allowed by the correspondent ES. It is the case of return a book action that is available
from a book lent ES. What is impressive in the ESD shown in Fig. 3 is that it shows a
complete overview of the library system, including the different business process
identified in this case study. Additionally, the ES states represented should be con-
sidered stable. It is possible to change, for example, the register, order book, lend book
business processes and the ESD is still valid. Moreover, these states can be seen as
information system anchors for a specific system, supporting different action or
activities. A research question is: can we model other systems with ES diagrams, such
as they represent an overall stable and usable view of that system?

4.2 Environmental States and Business Processes

NOMIS is based on human observable actions. Therefore, any action or activity is
always related to a human performer. A business process represented as a sequence of
actions, in NOMIS, involves exclusively human actions. As a consequence, a particular
sequence of actions may not be followed by a human performer, these actions are not
hard coded in a system. Anyway, ESs represent a composite of elements that may have
their related data stored in a system. We may use this data to support any (human)
business process. In this case, ESs are the support for business processes. Also, they are
the system stable parts, allowing business processes to change and adapt to the context.
This could be a major advantage, as business processes are usually dynamic, changing
and making information system to change often. Also, another research question, is to
assess the system adaptability and responsiveness for business processes changes.

4.3 Environmental States and Context/Goal Modelling

Environmental States exhibit another interesting properties. They can act as context or
as goals. Regarding context, an ES is a state (or a kind of affordance) that allows for
some actions or activities. This can be seen and modelled as context. Effectively, it is
possible to represent context as an ES. In the library system case study, the lend a book
action is possible during library open hours, in a specific library desk. The desk and the
timetable may be modelled as ESs elements required for that action.

Concerning goals, ESs can also be understood as goals. Taking as example the
same case study, in this library system a goal is to have books for lend and registered
members to lend those books. Both goals relates to system states: books in a for lend
state and registered members in a membership. This is a perfect match with the ESs
identified before. So, a last research question is: can we map goals and context mod-
elling to ESs models, and provide a precise and applicable base for them?
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5 Related Research

Ontology Charts are analysed in [11] where they are compared to a few other mod-
elling techniques. There are a few attempts to use OCs in formal ways within infor-
mation system development. Firstly, in [12], some heuristic rules for UML class
diagram derivation from OCs are proposed. In this work are just given some simple
hints on how to obtain (and translate) the OC elements into UML elements.
These UML elements are limited to classes and associations, compositions and gen-
eralizations relationships among then. In [13], Ontology Charts are modelled with
UML profiles. In this work, UML adaptation issues related to Ontology Charts, are
reported. [14], proposes the generation of a prototype system from Ontology Charts.
The solution uses a database structure to store information from the elements in the OC.
[15] suggested later the generation of UML 2 use cases from Ontology Charts. They
map agents to actors and communication acts to use cases. This transformation is not
suitable as well for NOMIS as it does not cover the required detailing. Also, in NOMIS
there is a current proposal in [16] to use a Model-Driven System Development
approach to derive application code from NOMIS Models. In this case, EDD are
supposed to be implemented as state machines, inside a specific business middleware.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, Ontology Charts are presented together with its key concepts of affor-
dances and ontological dependencies. This artefact, used in Organisational Semiotics to
represent key business terms, is analysed and some difficulties in creating OCs are
reported. On the other hand, an equivalent diagrammatic representation, the Environ-
mental Dependency Diagram, used by NOMIS is introduced. This EDD is used by
NOMIS State View to represent environmental states and its existential dependencies.
EDDs were inspired by OC, and also, its elements are versions of affordances and
ontological dependencies. The relation between both diagrams is explained and the
EDD power, inherited by OCs is revealed. Some advantages an research directions are
pointed for EDDs.

As future work, EDDs and other modelling diagrams used in NOMIS, are planned
to be used by a Model-Driven System Development approach. In this case, a new
domain specific language is to be created for expressing NOMIS, and some model
transformations will be created and applied to derive part of an information system
application code as reported in [16].
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